
 

 

 

PRODUCED WORKS 

Ceano Mack & Lakeisha Guthrie a.k.a “Prince Peezy & Lala Chanel” formed together as 
an official group (2009). “Prince Peezy & Lala Chanel” fusion as a group kicked into full 
blast when they received an award for Internet best talent (2009). Prince Peezy & Lala 
Chanel was featured as work-for-hire “extras” in the film production “Cook Out 2” 
(2010).  

After a two-year hiatus the group received an awesome comeback with (2) front cover 
online publications.  

- The #1 online publication: “Beats & Lyrics” magazine Issue 20 (2013). 
www.magcloud.com/browse/issue/560690.  
 

- The #2 online publication is G3 Magazine (2013). 
www.magcloud.com/browse/issue/565989.  
 

Followed by the online publications “Prince Peezy & Lala Chanel” released their official 
CD project called “The Road to Success” (2013).  

“Prince Peezy & Lala Chanel” performed at Terry Elliott’s “Summer Jam” artist 
showcase @ King of Diamonds Miami “Winners of Showcase” (2014). “Prince Peezy & 
Lala Chanel” received runner up on Jack Delus “Coast 2 Coast” for best performance 
(2014). “Prince Peezy & Lala Chanel” was nominees for best artists @ the 
“Underground Music Awards” (2014). “Prince Peezy & Lala Chanel” opened up for 
Waka Flocka Flame @ the Grand Central in Miami (2014). 

 

 

 



“Prince Peezy & Lala Chanel” highlights CNN news artist spotlight & Top40 Charts 
(2014).  

- CNN news artist spotlight & Top40 Charts (2014) 
www.ireport.cnn.com/docs/DOC-1168746  
 

- Top 40 Charts “Can’t Sleep” Single 
www.top40-charts.com/news.php?nid=98487 

 “Prince Peezy & Lala Chanel” released “Dreams EP” (2015). “Prince Peezy & Lala 
Chanel” opened up for “Big Sean” @ South Parade Island (2015). “Prince Peezy & Lala 
Chanel” was winners for www.indiespeaks.com music video contest (2015). “Prince 
Peezy & Lala Chanel” gained potential growth on the following online syndicated radio 
stations: Pandora Radio & Jango Radio (2015). (Japan, Africa, Europe and United 
States). “Prince Peezy & Lala Chanel” performed 2 songs @ the Sports Authority 
fashion show (2015). “Prince Peezy & Lala Chanel” were nominated @ the 
Underground Music Awards for best rap duo (2015).  

“Prince Peezy & Lala Chanel” opened up for Kesha @ South Padre Island (2016). 
“Prince Peezy & Lala Chanel” made a guest appearance for JaRule Concert in San 
Paulo Brazil (2016). “Prince Peezy & Lala Chanel” was featured in the Freshmen Class 
Edition of XXL magazine sponsored by artist auditions (2016). “Prince Peezy & Lala 
Chanel” appeared @ the 107.9 Atlanta Birthday Bash (2016). “Prince Peezy & Lala 
Chanel” opening act for Roscoe Dash (2016). “Prince Peezy & Lala Chanel” received 
artist sponsorship through “Artist Auditions” (2016). “Prince Peezy & Lala Chanel” 
were managed by “Gemstone Management (2016) but ended contract in (2017).  

“Prince Peezy & Lala Chanel” performances include the following locations: 

- Revolution Live (2016) 
- Venue 578 Conert Performance (2016) 
- El Capo Fashion Show (2016) 
- First Klass Café (Hosting) (2016) 
- Ginger Bay (Performance) (2016) 
- Silhouettes Nightclub: The Dinero Exchange Affair Fashion Show  

(Performance) (2016) 

“Prince Peezy & Lala Chanel” received many magazine and radio interviews in (2017) 
with the following publications: 

- Hooters International Swimsuit Pageant (10 min set) 
- Nerve DJ: www.nervedjs.ning.com/profiles/blogs/in-anticipation-of-their-

upcoming-album-release-prince-peezy-amp 
- Wu World: www.wu-world.com/profiles/blogs/in-anticipation-of-their-

upcoming-album-release-prince-peezy-amp 
- Hood Illustrated: www.hoodillustrated.com/profiles/blogs/ in-anticipation-of-

their-upcoming-album-release-prince-peezy-amp 
- Skope Magazine: www.skopemag.com/2017/09/25/prince-peezy-and-lala-

chanel-shine-in-their-moment-of-spotlight 
- Phelo the Great on Boss Radio Interview: www.tobtr.com/s/10392255 

 

 

 



 
	
 
 

	

	


